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First Cut at Problem	

•  Need ~80% reduction in CO2 emissions, 

within ~50 years	


•  In resource size, either solar or wind, are 
sufficient (+interesting integration problems)	


•  Costs are getting competitive and still 
dropping	


•  Need policy:  RPS, PTC, carbon tax, or 
other mechanism to bring in low-carbon e- 
faster	


•  Need integration:  How to match variable 
generation to load?	




This talk	


•  First, why wind and solar do not need 
storage (for a while)	


•  Second, how to create a lot of very cheap 
storage	


•  Third, creating a business model and policies 
to bring in lots of this inexpensive storage 	




Variable Generation	


• Wind and solar are…	


•  large resources	


•  increasingly low-cost	


•  zero carbon resources … BUT	


•  Variable Generation - output fluctuates with 
natural forces, uncorrelated with load	


•  How to match variable generation to load?	




Cheapest way to Level 
Variable Generation	


•  Disperse generators	


•  Connect by transmission (electrical pool)	


•  Enlarge balancing area (policy)	


TRANSMISSION, that is…"

(Which is what we do now with thermal generation.)"



Rank Ordering of Cost 
of Leveling Approaches	


•  Our existing mechanisms	


•  Transmission and diversity	


•  Inherent storage	


•  Purpose-built storage (most expensive)	




Cheap and Versatile Storage	

•  Inherent storage—the storage you don’t 

have to build (thus cheap)	


•  Load side: Water heater, mass inside a 
building conditioned space	


•  Generation side:  solar concentrating, 
geothermal	


•  Most versatile storage—two-way electrical	


•  Cheapest and most versatile	


•  Jackpot: Batteries of electric vehicles	




So, when DO we need 
storage?	


•  Something like >50% energy from variable 
generation, mix of types (Budischak et al)	


•  Sooner if variable generation output is 
strongly time coincident (e.g CA net load 
curve “duck neck” from all PV)	


•  So lets look for cheap storage	


•  Thus:  The UD “Grid Integrated Vehicle”	




Business Model	

•  First market— ancillary services a.k.a. fast 

reserves	


•  Very high value (now getting ~$150/car/
month)	


•  Light load on battery,  ± ~5% SOC	


•  Build industry participation and market, pay 
off development costs from high revenue 
markets…	


•  Later go to bulk markets (leveling variable 
generation, clip peak load, arbitrage, etc)	




Three Parts to UD System	

•  Aggregator (central location)	


•  Legal compliance for markets and interconnect	


•  Real time operation; talk to cars and grid 
operator, bids on power markets	


•  Vehicle Smart Link (VSL)	


•  Control charging, report to server (in car)	


•  Electric Vehicle Supply Equipment  
(EVSE)	


•  Grid intelligent, communicate with VSL in car	




Media Coverage for Partners	

11"



Vehicles and VSLs	




US Development and Deployment	






Build, Deliver, Test US Postal Vehicle	


Vehicle built by Autoport, Inc"
V2G controls and EVSE by UD"



Vehicle Propulsion 
Power Electronics	




VSL integrated into 
existing on-board�

Propulsion Electronics	




EVSE (charging stations)	




EVSE Design	


•  Design criteria:	


•  SAE J1772 and IEC-62196-2 	


•  1φ and 3φ,  80 amp and 63 amp	


•  Highly-integrated; Low-cost	


•  EVSE knows where it is on the grid	


•  Absolutely certain association (EVSE-EV)	


•  Rich communication between EV and 
EVSE, then to aggregator	








Development of 3ϕ 400/480v EVSE	

22"





Aggregator: Value now 
from Grid-Integrated 

Vehicles	




TSOs in North America	




Aggregator"



Results:  Aggregator	




Results:  Aggregator	






Value Per Car	




Revenue	

•  Mini-Es at 12 kW, 1φ bidirectional, are now 

earning $5/day or $150/month per car if 
always parked	


•  In use, if car is unplugged 6 h/day, and if 
aggregator keeps 1/2 for service, driver 
would receive $112/month	


•  Next two tables compare 	


•  Type 1 vs Type 2 charger 	


•  TSOs	




Comparing power value���
Gross, based on PJM revenue, experience	


Day (24-hr) 
PJM*"

Month 
(30d*18hr)"

Type 1 @ 12 kW" $5" $112"

Type 2 @ 22 kW" $9.16" $206"

Type 2 @ 43 kW" $17.92" $403"

Type 2 @ 52 kW" $21.66" $487"

* Based on early market experience, other vehicles 
scaled from Mini-E experience."



Type 2: Compare TSOs	

1 MW-h 
in 2013"

Month 
30d*18hr"

€/year"

PJM (52 kW)" $30" $842" 7.704"

RTE (43 kW)" €16" €371" 4.452"

DK East (NORDEL)" €26" €603" 7236"

DK West (UTCE)" €49" €1137" 13.644"

Gross values, based on recent TSO market price, 
plugged in 18h/day; 52 kW in US, 43 kW in EU."



Barriers, Needs, 
Projections	




Policy Barriers Remaining	


•  PJM: each EVSE is a “power plant”; registration 
still clumsy	


•  Most TSOs not ready for EVs in market	


•  Most EDC jurisdictions do not include EVs or 
batteries in backflow and net metering at low 
voltage level	


•  EDC demand charges may count any time, 
should be only during TSO peak or network 
maximmum	




Subsidies and Federal 
R&D Needed	




Potential Resource	


•  Homework:  resource size by 2030 
(Optimistic and not peer-reviewed)	


•  250 MM vehicles registered in 2011	


•  Say 1/3 EVs by 2030, average 50 kWh, on-
line 80% of time:  250M*1/3*50*.8	


•  Assume power per EVSE at 10 kW	


•  3.2 TWh storage @640GW by 2030	


•  e.g. 5 hours at full power	




END	

More information:


www.udel.edu/V2G





Thought Experiment on 
Transmission	


•  To level solar PV, how long the transmission 
line?	


•  To level wind generation, how long the 
transmission line?	




Visual clue	




Thought Experiment on 
Transmission	


•  To level solar PV, how long the transmission 
line?	


•  40,000 km	


•  To level wind generation, how long the 
transmission line?	




Visual 
Clue	


Kempton et al, 
2010, “Electric 

power from 
offshore wind via 

synoptic-scale 
interconnection”, 

PNAS	




Thought Experiment on 
Transmission	


•  To level solar PV, how long the transmission 
line?	


•  40,000 km	


•  To level wind generation, how long the 
transmission line?	


•  1,000 km (synoptic scale, maybe more 
levelling at synoptic x2 or x3)	






Policy Accomplishments	

•  PJM allows low-voltage, behind the meter 

resources to compete in A/S markets	


•  FERC requires separate market for high-
value (fast and accurate response) resources	


•  Law in Delaware requires two-way flow and 
net metering	


•  Understand device certification, not all 
completed yet	




Conclusions	

•  The technology works, is fully registered, 

participating in a TSO market, and getting paid	


•  UD+Industrial Partners can provide proven and 
tested equipment for TSO or DSO control	


•  Now earning $150/car/month, could be a self-
sustaining business	


•  An optimized vehicle (e.g. Type 2 bidirectional) 
could produce value from $1,300 to €13,644 
per year	


•  TSO and EDC rule changes needed to spread to 
other jurisdictions	




Prove 3ϕ charge in DK, Aug2013	


42 kW, .99 PF"

Conf at DTU Elektro"

Joachim Skov Johansen 
building Danish EVSE at UD.  
Photos from JSJ Thesis, Sept 2013"



UD Value Approach	


•  EV battery and charger provide value to grid 
when parked	


•  Second use of car when parked -- customer 
receives a large fraction of value (e.g. 1/2)	


•  Can capture value in many electricity markets, 
if kWs aggregated to MWs	




Aggregator	

•  NRG Energy & UD (via eV2G) are now 

operating in PJM, all certifications and 
registrations done!	


•  eV2G preparing legal, technical and/or 
demonstrations in Cal-ISO, NY-ISO and 
ERCOT	


•  NRG, via eV2g has US license, and is Nuvve 
ApS, with EU license, is preparing technical 
and legal work for Energinet.dk and other 
TSOs	




EVSEs with Annex D	




CAN	  over	  Control	  Pilot	

•  Latest	  defini4on	  in	  IEC	  61581	  Ed.3	  CD2	  Annex	  D	  	  
•  Backward	  compa4ble	  digital	  replacement	  for	  PWM	  (Annex	  
A)	  

•  Single	  ended	  CAN	  Bus	  transceiver	  designed	  for	  Pilot	  
•  Uses	  standard	  CAN	  controllers.	  
•  High	  speed	  mode	  up	  to	  500kbit/s	  	  
•  Specified	  to	  operate	  over	  en4re	  capaci4ve	  and	  induc4ve	  
range	  of	  Type	  1	  &	  Type	  2	  connectors.	  

•  Univ	  of	  Delaware	  has	  used	  a	  similar	  approach	  since	  2010	  
–  	  We	  have	  harmonized	  UD	  approach	  with	  the	  IEC’s	  
independently	  developed	  approach	  in	  the	  upcoming	  draY	  (CD2)	




What	  can	  we	  do	  with	  it?	

•  Easy,	  fast	  (<1.5s),	  safe	  EV	  to	  EVSE	  digital	  associa4on	  

–  Leverage	  this	  link	  for	  permission,	  informa4on,	  and	  safety	  
required	  for	  reverse	  power	  flow	  or	  other	  grid	  services.	  	  

•  Simple	  and	  extensible	  set	  of	  CAN	  messages	  for	  non-‐IP	  
applica4ons	  
–  Applica4ons	  like	  balancing	  three-‐phase	  loads	  since	  each	  
phase	  has	  its	  own	  supply	  limit.	  	  

•  Conduit	  for	  IPv4/IPv6	  data	  allowing	  flexible	  connec4vity	  
op4ons	  for	  communica4on	  
–  Can	  be	  u4lized	  by	  SEP	  2.x,	  IEC	  15118-‐2,	  anything	  IP	  

•  Enables	  many	  grid	  services	  for	  TSO	  and/or	  DSO	




Permitted by Load-Serving 
Entity (EDC)	




Permitted by Load-Serving 
Entity (EDC)	


“meets IEEE  1547 
standards”"



R&D on Grid Integrated 
Vehicles for Storage	


•  Originated concept of V2G, published 1997	


•  Design and development of EV-EVSE-Grid 
devices, permits, certifications, patents	


•  Industrial partners in each sector (auto, 
electrical equipment, power generation)	


•  US R&D: About $750,000/year, 20 R&D 
workers at UD	


•  EU R&D:  Danish project 3-year, €2.7 M, 
DTU and five companies	




US Project Partners	

•  NRG Energy, Inc (joint venture with UD)	


•  BMW,  AG 	


•  Honda 	


•  (more OEMs still anonymous)	


•  PJM Interconnection (TSO)	


•  AutoPort (vehicle modifications; EV 
conversion)	


•  Clipper Creek (charging stations)	


•  ... and many smaller companies	




Danish Project Partners	


•  Nuvve Aps	


•  Danish Technical University (Elektro, CET)	


•  Eurisco	


•  SEAS-NVE	


•  Sponsor:  ForskEL (funded by energinet.dk)	
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Key Statistics   
PJM member companies        470+ 
Millions of people served         51 
Peak load in megawatts  144,796 
MWs of generating capacity  165,303 
Miles of transmission lines    56,070 
GWh of annual energy  728,000 
Generation sources                      1,271 
Square miles of  territory 164,260 
Area served       13 states + DC"

26% of generation in 
Eastern Interconnection 

23% of load in 
Eastern Interconnection 

19% of transmission assets 
 in Eastern Interconnection"

19% of U.S. GDP produced in PJM"

6,038  
substations"

PJM as Part of the US Eastern Interconnection	


Avg load    83 GWa"


